A Message from The SADS Foundation

Dear Alice,

Last Friday in our e-newsletter, we sent important information from Boston Scientific regarding ICD's. In the e-mail, the link to the announcement was incorrect and thus some people may not have been able to access it. We want to be sure you were able read the announcement, so we have sent it once more.

**ICD Advisory from Boston Scientific:**
Boston Scientific recently contacted SADS to let us know that ICD's from the COGNIS® and TELIGEN® families that are implanted under the chest muscle (rare) may have some weakening over time with the possibility of delivering inappropriate shocks. Click here to read the full statement from Boston Scientific.

If you have any questions, please e-mail Adrienne at adrienne@sads.org or call 1-800-786-7723.

Sincerely,

Alice Lara
SADS Foundation
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